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ABSTRACT
A mobile App designed to help stroke patients with their rehabilitation is in development.
This App, designed to work with one or two inertial measurement units (IMUs), requires
gait analysis as one of its components. The most difficult part of performing this analysis
is determining how far the patient has walked. Two competing methods were identified to
gather this data. The first method uses angles and trigonometry to determine the length of
each step. The second uses calculus to integrate the accelerometer readings from the IMU.
In this thesis, both methods are investigated to see which one appears more promising for
use in the App. Additionally, some suggestions on how to proceed with the App once this
decision has been made are listed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 mStroke and its Goals
An important part of physical rehabilitation, especially for stroke patients, is determining
how well they walk, known as Gait Analysis. In a typical Gait test, the patient is instructed
to walk a set distance at a comfortable speed, using whatever walking implements they
find necessary. This walk is timed, and the time is compared to known, normative data
for patients of a similar class. Other interesting features may be examined as well: step
symmetry (is one leg doing more work than the other?), cadence (how quickly are steps
taken?), stride and step length, and so on.
The research group I work with has developed a system known as “mStroke.” The primary
goal of mStroke is to provide a mobile app, used in conjunction with one or two small
sensors, that a stroke patient could use at home in between visits to therapy. By attempting
to replicate some of the tests a physical therapist might perform on them, the patient can
give the data from mStoke to their therapist to give a clearer picture of how their rehab is
progressing. Three tests have already been implemented, and will be discussed later. The
goal of this thesis is to explore the best strategy to implement a Gait Analysis test.
1.1.1 Equipment
The mStroke app is designed to run on any iOS device. In testing I primarily used an iPad,
but iPod Touches have been used in the past. The app itself already existed in some form
when I joined the team, having been programmed by Brandon Allen and Robert Derveloy.
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The sensors used with the mStroke app are Node2 (simply called Node) inertial mea-
surement units (IMUs), built by Variable Inc. The Node features a Razor 9 Degrees of
Freedom [1] (9DOF) IMU, with an accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer for each of
3 axes. The Node delivers data to the app via Bluetooth low energy (BLE). In theory, this
data should be delivered at 50 Hz, but in practice it is much lower (approximately 20 Hz).
Alternatively, the data can be sampled at a much high rate (theoretically up to 1000 Hz)
but cannot be delivered in real time; it must be buffered and oﬄoaded later on.
In addition to the raw data from the sensors mentioned above, the Node is designed to com-
bine the data to deliver quaternions representing the Node’s orientation. These quaternions
are explained more in depth in Subsection 2.3.1, but by using them to get the orientation,
it is easy to determine the angle that the Node has rotated. The Node is designed to be
modular and can have other sensors attached to it, though the mStroke does not currently
make use of any of these .
(a) Quaternion Axes (b) Accelerometer Axes
Figure 1.1: Node Axes Switch
As shown in Figure 1.1 the vectors used in the quaternion math and the vectors provided
by the individual sensors are not the same. As shown in Figure 1.1a, for the quaternions,
the Z-axis is transverse to the Node, the Y-axis is through the power button, and the X-axis
is orthogonal to the rest. But as shown in Figure 1.1b, the X-axis and the Z-axis switch
places. For the remainder of the paper, I’ll use whichever naming system makes more sense
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in context (unless otherwise noted).
1.1.2 mStroke’s Existing Tests
1.1.2.1 Fall Reach Test
In the Fall Reach Test (FRT), two sensors are attached to the patient: one on the chest,
one on the wrist. The subject should stand straight up with their arm parallel to the floor.
By using the accelerometers and simple trigonometry, the posture of the patient can be
checked: both Nodes must have their X-axis (accelerometer) parallel to the floor and the
chest Node should have the Y-Axis perpendicular. If these are both true, the start button
on the app can be pressed. Once it is, the patient should bend forward at the waist and
attempt to reach as far as possible without falling over or letting their arm deviate too much
from being parallel. Once they have attempted their reach, the stop button on the app can
be pressed and it will display the furthest distance that the user reached.
(a) An Abstract View of Patient at
Start Time
(b) An Abstract View of Patient
while Bending
Figure 1.2: Abstraction of FRT
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The method used to calculate the reach distance again uses trigonometry and depends
on the angles acquired via the quaternions. Consider the abstract version in Figure 1.2. In
Figure 1.2a, the patient is standing still. From the accelerometers, we can be reasonably sure
that the person’s chest and arm are orthogonal to each other. The patient can thus bend
over. As they bend, the Node rotates around the Z-Axis (quaternion). The angle the Node
rotates is the same as the angle they bend; this is the arc shown in Figure 1.2b. The amount
they reach is equal to the top dashed line in the figure. But with simple geometry, it can be
seen that the top dashed line and the bottom dashed line are the same length. Thus, if we
know the distance from the waist to the shoulder, then the sine of the rotation angle times
that distance results in the reach distance. By simply measuring the patient once ahead of
time, the distance can be easily calculated. In practice, the algorithm is a bit more complex
than what is shown above, but the general idea remains the same.
1.1.2.2 Motor Arm and Motor Leg
The other two tests are Parts 5 and 6 of the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale
(NIHSS), [2] referred to as Motor Arm and Motor Leg. The two tests are extremely similar;
Motor Arm and its corresponding algorithm are explained first, then Motor Leg is described.
For Motor Arm, the patient should be seated, preferably in a chair with no arm rests.
Sitting on a bed is also acceptable. In the clinical setting, the physical therapist would raise
the patient’s arm so that it is parallel to the floor, start a stopwatch, and release the arm.
After the the stopwatch hits 10 seconds, the patient is assessed. If the arm stays in roughly
the same place, the patient is given a score of 0. If the arm slowly drifts down but fights
gravity the whole time, the score is a 1. If the arm slowly drifts but eventually returns to the
resting state, the patient is given a 2. If the arm shows no fight against gravity at all (that
is, the arm immediately falls to the resting state), a second 10-second test is administered
where the patient is instructed to attempt to lift their arm under their own power. If the
patient shows some movement, they are scored a 3; no movement whatsoever results in a
4
score of 4.
To find mStroke scores. we use a similar but simpler method as the one designed for
calculating FRT. The accelerometer is used to figure out when the arm is parallel to the
floor, at which point the Node beeps twice. On the second beep, a timer starts, and whoever
is assisting the patient should release the arm. From there, the quaternions can be used to
figure out how much the Node rotates around the X-axis; this corresponds to how much the
arm angle changes. If the angle does not reach a low threshold, it is scored a 0. If it reaches
the low but not a higher threshold, a 1 is assigned. Going over the high threshold means the
timer must be consulted; if a few seconds have passed since the test began a score of 2 is
given. Otherwise, a secondary test must be done to determine a 3 or a 4. In the secondary
test, the accelerometer is used to see if there is any movement at all.
As stated above, the test for scoring Motor Leg is similar to the test for Motor Arm. The
two tests only differ in three ways: the subject should be lying supine,1 the leg should be
lifted from parallel to 30◦, and the timer is 5 seconds instead of 10. Thus, all of the thresholds
described above must change, but the algorithms remain functionally the same.
1.1.3 Potential Gait Analysis Methods
To add in a Gait Analysis test to mStroke, two potential options were identified. The
initial idea involved using the accelerometers in the Node to try and figure out how much
the position of the Node changes via double integration. As shown later, this is a challenging
task. An alternative version, partially inspired by the angular calculations of the previous
tests, was identified. By watching how the patient’s leg angles change and by measuring the
length of their legs, a reasonable estimation of how far they walk could be obtained. Thus,
the primary goal of this thesis is to answer the question of which method (double integration
or trigonometric estimation) should be used as the basis for mStroke’s Gait test.
1There is an alternate version of motor arm designed for this same position, but it is not implemented in mStroke
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1.2 Related Work
Many researchers have looked into the problem of gait analysis. Oliver Woodman’s PhD
Dissertation [3] gives an exhaustive overview of various methods of tracking pedestrians
indoors before focusing on the difficulties of an IMU based sytem. The final conclusion is
that getting distance with a single IMU is too inaccurate and difficult to do in real-time.
Some other method needs to be included to increase the accuracy.
In an article explaining the development of Intersense’s NavShoe IMU based device, Eric
Foxlin goes so far to state that “it’s impossible to track position using inertial sensing
alone.” [4] While they introduce a number of methods, their final conclusion was that unless
extremely high quality gyroscopes and magnetometers were used for orientation, the most
accurate method was to use a method like GPS for course correction.
When a single IMU is used for gait analysis, the most common placement location is
somewhere on the leg. This is because it is easy to segment the data into individual steps
for easier integration. Kose et. al [5] attempted placing an IMU on the waist to try and
gain the benefits of leg placement as well as the extra information that an IMU on the trunk
would provide. Using data obtained at 100 Hz and analyzed oﬄine, they calculated an error
of less than 1% over a 75m long walkway.
In a thesis similar to this one, Shuozhi Yang [6] attempted to measure gait using IMUs
placed on each leg, aided by a linear regression method that attempts to determine the
subject’s walking pace. Without using the adjustment, Yang found errors of approximately
17% on each step; adding in the adjustment lowered the error to approximately 4%. A
further exploration of the unadjusted method can be found in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Getting Position via IMU is useful for more than just pedestrians. Hugh Liu and Grantham
Pang used an IMU to compute the position of a small robot arm [7]. After moving back and
forth 40cm eight times, they obtained errors of less than 2cm.
In another thesis, Martori [8] used a two leg trigonometric estimation system to get distance
walked. This method is explored a bit more in Chapter 2, and a modified single leg method
is discussed in Chapter 3.
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1.3 Summary of Personal Contribution
First, a system for timing a Timed Up and Go test is described in Chapter 2. This system
focuses on more than just gait, but determining how far the subject walks is a component
of it. The system involved several Nodes placed on the patient, and so we used Nodes on
each shin to estimate the distance walked. The results of this system was presented at the
IEEE Body Sensor Network Conference and was published in its proceedings.
In Chapter 3, the method used in for the Timed Up and Go system is given a more
thorough test, and a modified method that only uses a single Node is tested as well.
In Chapter 4, an algorithm designed to use double integration on the accelerometer data
is proposed. Additionally, the effects of changing the sampling rate and filtering the data
are investigated to see how they affect accuracy in gait analysis.
Finally, Chapter 5 suggests methods that could be used in the future to adapt the double
integration method for use on a person, in real time.
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CHAPTER 2
A REAL TIME, MOBILE TIMED UP AND GO SYSTEM
Accepted for the 2015 IEEE Body Sensor Network Conference [9]
2.1 Introduction
As the population of the elderly grows [10], more and more stroke patients are needing care.
In particular, falls are common for stroke survivors at all stages of recovery with incidence
ranging from 25 − 46% [11–14]. Individuals with chronic stroke living in the community
have the highest fall incidence at 46% [14]. Hip fracture is four times more likely to occur
in persons post stroke compared to the general elderly population [15]. Falls can also result
in progressive activity and participation limitations, increasing dependence, increased fear
of falling, and depression. Additionally, caregivers of stroke survivors who fall experience
significantly more stress [16,17].
Fall prevention strategies are most effective if the person at risk can be identified before in-
jury occurs [18]. There are several clinical tools that accurately assess functional parameters
associated with standing balance and predict fall risk in stroke survivors. These include the
Berg Balance Scale (BBS), the Timed Up and Go test (TUG), the Computerized Dynamic
Posturography (CDP), and the Functional Reach Test (FRT) [19]. The BBS applies an
ordinal rating scale to 14 functional movements [20]. The TUG is a functional walking test
which measures task completion time as well as an ordinal quality of movement scale [21].
The CDP, which measures an individual’s center of pressure (COP), are technology-based
and provide more sensitive testing compared to clinical measurement tools. Studies have
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indicated that COP correlates with poor balance and increased fall risk [22, 23]. The FRT
is a quick, simple, and single-task dynamic test that defines functional reach as ”the max-
imal distance one can reach forward beyond arm’s length, while maintaining a fixed base
of support in the standing position” [19]. Traditionally, FRT is performed in a physical
therapy setting with a physical therapist administering the test. In our previous paper we
demonstrated the feasibility of an at home mobile FRT system entitled mStroke [24].
As shown in [25], FRT is just one of many complementary tests that gives useful infor-
mation about patients. Another such test is the TUG. Normally, these assessment tools are
either subjective (making them inconsistent) or requiring expensive and immobile devices.
Therefore, they are suitable for clinic use and cannot longitudinally monitor individuals in
the community without the presence of a therapist and extensive equipment. Our proposed
system, as discussed below, attempts to provide a mobile, objective system to allow the
patient to perform the TUG test at home. Our system analyzes the data in real time and
provides feedback to the user as she uses the system. The data could then be saved for
future use.
2.1.1 TUG and related Work
The TUG test is an extension of the original Get Up and Go (GUG) test. In the GUG, a
patient seated in a chair (typically without arm rests) is instructed to stand up, walk three
meters, turn around, return to the chair, and sit back down. The physical therapist present
then gives a grade based on how well each portion of the test was performed. In the TUG,
the entire test is simply timed from start to finish, and the time is compared to typical
norms. For instance, research done by Bischoff et. al [26] found that fall risk greater for
patients who took longer than 20 seconds to complete the task, and 10 seconds was the time
for the average person. The TUG has again been expanded in several ways: the distance
has been changed, each section has been individually timed, and the patient might be asked
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to perform a cognitive task like counting or carrying an object [10]. Traditionally the TUG
is still performed with a physical therapist using a stop watch, but research has investigated
the design of alternate systems.
Most TUG research has relied on physically marking off the required distance [27] [28].
Our proposed system is designed with ease of use in mind. It provides mobile and real-
time analysis. This provides immediate feedback for the physical therapist and patient.
Additionally, it will track the distance walked and alert the user when to turn around. The
distance to walk can be set ahead of time. This allows the user to use the system in any space
that has room without any prior setup. Our system will track the patient as she stands,
walks the given distance, turns around, walks back, and sits down. Similar to Greene [28],
our system times each phase of the patient’s movements.
2.1.2 Commercial TUG products
Most available commercial TUG systems, such as the QTUG (by Kinesis) [29] and the
iTUG (by APDM) [30], require the distance to be measured and marked off ahead of time.
Additionally, many of them require an observer to start and stop the timing system manually.
The iTUG requires a pre-measured distance of 7 meters to be marked off. The observer
must press “record” on the App; this initiates a countdown from 3 seconds. When it con-
cludes the patient must stand, walk the distance, return, and sit down. The observer must
terminate the trial when the patient’s back is resting against the back of the chair. The
iTUG is part of a larger gait analysis system which gathers, among other features, cadence,
gait cycle duration, gait speed, stride length, as well as duration and angles for turning and
transitioning between sitting and standing. This data can be compared to normal reference
data.
The QTUG requires a pre-measured distance of 3 meters to be marked off. The observer
must tap “start” and tell the patient to “Go” at the same time. The patient then stands,
walks the distance, returns, and sits down. The observer must terminate the trial by tapping
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“stop” when the patient is reseated. The QTUG system gathers the time taken, the patient’s
fall risk estimate, comparisons to normal reference data, other mobility analysis, and shank
angular velocity.
Our goal was to design a system that is more flexible than these. First, the distance
required should be easily changed in App, and no measuring should be necessary. Instead,
the system should alert the patient when it is time for them to turn. Second, rather than
the timing being dependent on the patient and observer collaborating, the timer should start
and end automatically based on when the patient actually sits and stands.
2.1.3 Gait related work
A major portion of the TUG involves the gait analysis as the subject walks. In 2013,
Martori performed gait analysis for the TUG using IMU’s [8]. The author tracked the knee
angle, stride length, and cadence during gait. Martori used quaternions and Euler angles [31]
to calculate the knee angle. She used angular velocity to determine stride length. Lastly,
she calculated cadence as steps taken per minute. Martori did her initial testing using a
robot arm in a VICON Motion Analysis lab and had RMSEs1 of less than 2◦. When her
system was put on a human, the RMSE was approximately 4.4◦. Our research differs from
Martori’s in a few key ways. Martori also did oﬄine processing of the data once the test
was completed; our system is real-time and can give information during the test. Real time
streaming and analysis provides some unique challenges. For instance, data throughput is
limited by current Bluetooth technologies and iOS limitations. As such, we receive data at
roughly 30 Hz. This provides complications when filtering out noise. We have overcome
this through the use of quaternions and some low-pass filters. Additionally, with real-time
analysis, there is no way for the system to know what data will come next at a given time.
1The Root Mean Square Error, or RSME, is a method of determining the standard deviation of an estimator when compared
to its validator. An RMSE of X indicates that if the true value is Y , the estimator will give a result within the range
(Y −X,Y + X) roughly 68% of the time.
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This makes finding features, such as local maximums, more challenging. One cannot simply
look for a change in derivative, for instance, but must examine the slope as each new point
is added. Finally, our system is designed to be more portable and easier to use.
In addition to Martori’s work, there has been substantial research into gait analysis using
IMU’s without involving the TUG. Watanabe et al. evaluated gait while on a treadmill [32].
Specifically, they examined knee angles and stride length. They used integrated angular
velocity with a Kalman filter to determine knee angles. Stride length was calculated using
the data from the IMU on the foot. For the knee angle the average RMSE was between 4◦
and 5◦. They found their stride length calculations to be within 7 percent error in comparison
to the validating optical system they employed [32]. Pochappan et al, also examined knee
angles and stride length to perform gait analysis [33]. They used a Latent Space Algorithm
and the data from the accelerometers to determine gait events. They validated their results
using a VICON Motion Analysis system and achieved an RMSE of 9.12◦ for the knee flexion
angle. For the stride length, their error was 0.17 meters per stride [33]. As discussed later,
our system achieves similar levels of accuracy but does so in real time.
2.2 Proposed System
Our proposed system is designed to be used either in a physical therapy setting or at home.
For this to work well, the necessary equipment for the system should be portable and allow
for fast, easy setup. The software should be designed with physical therapists and patients
in mind, and the layout should be clear and concise.
Our software is an App designed to be used on any iPad or iPhone that runs iOS 8. The
App connects to five sensors. Its design uses large clearly defined buttons for connecting to
the sensors and administrating the test. To display the information, we chose to implement
graphs for the angles, a number for the distance walked, a number for time, and an indicator
icon for sitting and standing.
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For the TUG, the App has a Start button, a Stop button (which is only used for testing)
and displays the user’s position (sitting or standing), distance walked, time elapsed and
velocity. When the testing was performed, the start button needed to be pressed at the
same time the user stood; since then it has been changed so that the start button can be
pressed when the patient is ready to begin. The App then calculates when she begins to
stand and starts the timer automatically. In both versions, the App automatically stops
when the user has walked at least 80% of the required distance and has sat back down.
For sensors, we used a total of five Nodes from Variable Inc [34]. Each Node has a tri-axial
accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer, as well as the ability to combine these read-
ings into a single quaternion representing orientation. It connects to the iOS device using
Bluetooth Low Energy, and as noted earlier, the App receives the data at roughly 30 Hz. A
picture of the Node, with the axes labeled for orientation, is in Figure 1.1.
Figure 2.1: Nodes and VICON markers on subject
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2.3 Algorithms
2.3.1 Angles
First, when the exam begins, the quaternion from the shin Node is saved as the reference
quaternion. Presumably, the Node will be close to perpendicular with the floor, but it is
not necessary to be exact. After the exam is running, the current shin Node quaternion
is compared to the reference, as shown below in (2.1)-(2.4) [31]. Quaternions represent
orientations. The quaternion representation, AB qˆ describes the orientation of frame B relative
to frame A. Equation (2.1) describes this orientation.
A
B qˆ = [q0 q1 q2 q3]
=
[
cos
θ
2
− rxsinθ
2
− rysinθ
2
− rzsinθ
2
]
(2.1)
To use the notation above, the reference quaternion is AB qˆ, the current quaternion is
A
C qˆ,
and the comparison between the two is BC qˆ, as related by (2.2).
A
C qˆ =
B
C qˆ ⊗AB qˆ (2.2)
The operator required is the Hamilton rule as denoted in (2.3).
a⊗ b = [a0 a1 a2 a3]⊗ [b0 b1 b2 b3]
=

a0b0 − a1b1 − a2b2 − a3b3
a0b1 + a1b0 + a2b3 − a3b2
a0b2 − a1b3 + a2b0 + a3b1
a0b3 + a1b2 − a2b1 + a3b0

T
(2.3)
Each quaternion represents a frame as it relates to the initial frame A. For our purposes,
we require the rotation about the X-axis; that is, the rotation inside the YZ plane. To
find this rotation, we first need to find the movement of the Z-axis. Consider the vector
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Z = [0, 0, 1] in frame B, shown in Figure 2.2. Equation (2.4) shows how to obtain the same
vector in frame C.
Cv =BC qˆ ⊗B Z ⊗BC qˆ∗ (2.4)
BY
BZ
CZ
CY
Figure 2.2: Frames, projected along the ZY plane
The angle between BZ and CZ is the angle the Node has rotated around the X-axis, and
so we can calculate this angle θ using (2.5).
θ = arccos
(
BZ · CZ
||BZ||2 ||CZ||2
)
(2.5)
However, this angle is always positive, which is not the desired result. Instead, we look
at the angle of CY to BZ. If the Node has not moved, this angle will be 90◦. If the Node has
rotated ‘forward’ 10 degrees, as in Figure 2.2, this angle will be 100◦; a backwards rotation
of 10◦ will result in 80◦. Thus, by taking this angle and subtracting 90, we get positive and
negative angles as required. By calculating the angles in this way, it is easy to focus on a
single plane of movement; rotations in the other two planes will not affect the measurement.
A pseudocode version of this algorithm can be found in Appendex A.
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2.3.2 Gait
Our goal in this section is to measure the gait; in particular, we were interested in stride
length, total distance traveled, and average velocity. For this purpose we find the angle
that each leg is away from the neutral position. Using the method described above, the
angle of each shin Node is compared to its starting orientation. Assuming each shin starts
perpendicular to the floor, then as long as the subject’s leg is measured, these angles can be
used to describe a triangle, as shown in Figure 2.3. The side lengths AB and AC are both
the subject’s leg length, and by adding the two shin angles together we get the combined
angle α. To measure the subject’s leg length, the distance from the floor to the greater
trochanter of the lateral femur of the right leg was taken2. Thus, the side length BC is the
distance between both feet during the stride. As shown in [8], using the law of cosines we
get the equation
BC =
√
2L2 − 2L2 cosα,
where L is the leg length.
CB
A
LL
α
Figure 2.3: Stride Triangle
This distance is calculated in real-time, and the system is designed to look for the maxi-
mum distance of each stride. By adding the previous maximums together with the current
stride, a good approximation for the total distance traveled is obtained. A pseudocode
version of this algorithm can be found in Appendex A.
2Presumably, both legs are approximately equal.
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2.3.3 Sitting
Two methods were used to determine if the subject is sitting or standing. At start, it is
assumed that the patient is seated. The angle of the thigh Node is compared to its starting
position. If the angle is less than 15◦, the patient is still seated. An angle between 15◦ and
60◦ indicates that they are transitioning to standing. An angle above 60◦ is standing.
When the patient returns to the chair, the above method may not work under certain
conditions. Instead, the accelerometer readings of both the thigh Node (all 3 axes) and
the torso side Node (along the Z-axis) are used. If a Node is resting in a vertical position,
the Z-axis accelerometer should read ±1g and the other two should read approximately 0.
Similarly, in a horizontal position, the Z-axis should read 0 and the absolute value one of
the other two should read at least
√
2
2
g. If the accelerometers indicate that the thigh Node
is horizontal and the side is vertical, this is considered a sitting position.
2.3.4 Timing
To keep track of the time for the Timed Up and Go procedure, the App runs a timer
during the test. It begins the timer once the “start” button is pressed. It ends the timer
when the App has determined that the person is back to the seated position, as shown above.
2.4 Testing Methodology
For the TUG, five subjects [4 male, 1 female, range of 21 - 36 years, mean and median age
of 27 years] were tested. Two observers administered the testing. Proctor One (a licensed
physical therapist) used a stopwatch; Proctor Two controlled the App via the ‘start’ button.
Proctor One told the subject to “go.” When the subject was no longer in contact with the
chair, both Proctor One and Proctor Two started their timers. A distance of 3 meters was
marked off on the floor; subject walked to the marker, turned, and returned to the chair as
required. The App’s timer automatically stopped when the subject was seated and fully at
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rest; the stopwatch was stopped as soon as the subject made contact with the chair. As a
result, the stopwatch timing was anticipated to be lower.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 TUG
Each test subject performed the test five times. Each test required the subject to walk
a minimum of 3 meters away. The difference between the App’s timer and the physical
therapist’s stopwatch were compared. The two differed with an RMSE of 0.907 sec-
onds. According to rehabmeasures.com [35], the standard error of measurement for
the TUG is no smaller than 1.14 seconds, meaning we were as accurate as a physical
therapist. Additionally, we calculated an R correlation of 0.953. This is despite the App
not using the same marker for ending the timer, as explained in Section 2.4. Additionally,
the two proctors did not necessarily start at the exact same time. Additionally, the App
measured the total distance the subject walked. Generally the subjects walked slightly more
than required. To account for this, we measured the extra distance to within half a foot.
This distance was then doubled to account for the return walk. We then compared the App’s
distance and the measured amount. We had an RMSE of 1.036 meters, over a total
distance of more than 6 meters. As the average subject took approximately 5 strides during
the test, this suggests an error of less than 0.21 meters per stride. Considering
subjects used a variety of strategies to turn, some of which would be larger than others, this
is similar to the error seen in [33].
2.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we proposed a system for mobile and real-time analysis of the Timed Up and
Go (TUG) test. Our system requires very little setup, is relatively inexpensive, and is able
to provide immediate feedback to the user. Our results show that the timing portion of the
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system is on par with and in some cases may be better than current physical therapy methods.
Additionally, our system provides the option of easily changing the distance required for the
test, something which is not always possible in a clinical setting.
2.7 Additional Notes
The goal of this thesis is to concentrate on gait. As explained in the final section of the
above paper, using the two leg trigonometic method gave an error of approximately 1 meter
over a distance of 6 meters, or an error of roughly 16%. Which this error was considered to
be acceptable for the TUG system, for mStroke a smaller error is desired.
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CHAPTER 3
TRIGONOMETRIC ESTIMATION USING ONE OR TWO NODES
In the previous chapter, a promising method was described that uses up to five Nodes to
determine gait. The goal of this chapter is to investigate the possibility of analyzing gait
using a fewer number of Nodes. The reason for this study is mStroke was designed with
patients in mind. We want the system to be user friendly including donning and doffing
Nodes. Wearing fewer Nodes will help patients to use the system with little assistance.
Thus, the system can only support a maximum of two Nodes at a time, and the use of a
single Node is preferable.
3.1 Single-Leg Method
3.1.1 Distance Estimation
Call the method described in the previous chapter the Double-leg method. The goal is to
modify it in such a way that the same distance can be calculated with only a single Node,
placed on one leg. This is the Single-leg method. In this method, no information about the
other leg is directly available. Therefore, rather than finding the length of each stride or
step, all that can be determined is how far the subject’s leg or foot has moved. As long as
the subject begins and ends with their feet in the same relative positions, this should result
in the same distance as the double leg method.
A thought experiment: pretend the subject is standing upright and takes a single step
with the leg attached to the sensor. Let d be the distance their foot has moved, l be the
length of their leg, and θ be the angle between their leg’s current position and its starting
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position. Then d = l sin θ. This is the same angle used in the double leg method, and so can
be calculated in the same manner. Thus, it is easy to calculate the distance of this step.
Now assume they take a single step with the other leg, bringing the non-sensor leg in front
of the sensor leg. Call the separation distance between the two feet s. The angle of the sensor
leg has gone to a negative amount, but the foot has not moved. Using the distance formula
above would give a negative result. But the value of this result would be approximately −s.
In other words, the negative distance result is simply the distance the sensor leg would have
to move to return to a feet-together position.
Thus, there are two options. Option One would be to treat positive angles and negative
angles differently. If the angle goes negative, save the absolute value of the maximum negative
distance. When the angle returns to 0 (and the feet are roughly together), add that distance
to the accumulated total. Positive angles can then be treated in essentially the same way as
the double leg method: simply keep the largest distance seen so far for each step. In theory,
this method would work well; in practice, it seems very strange in a real time system to
suddenly have the distance jump up by half a meter or more.
The other option, then, and the method I chose, is to only look at the distance the foot
moves when there is a positive change in angle. If the angle changes from 10 degrees to 15
degrees, calculate how far that means the foot has moved and add it to the total. This works
precisely the same with negative numbers: going from -15 to -10 should be the same math.
To simplify this even further, one can simply multiply the sine of the change in angle
(5 degrees above) by the leg length when each reading comes in. This introduces a small
mathematical error: sin(X+Y ) 6= sin(X)+sin(Y ). But the angles involved are small enough
that the overall error should be small as well. For instance, to use the first example, the
correct distance would be sin(15◦)− sin(10◦) = .085 multiplied by the leg length. The easier
calculation results in sin(5◦) = .087 multiplied by leg length: a difference of just 0.23%.
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3.1.2 Gait Analysis Data
A secondary goal would be to see if the traditional gait analysis calculations, such as
cadence and stride length, will still be calculable with a single leg, or if the information from
the second leg is crucial for more accurate analysis. As noted in Whittle’s Gait Analysis, [36]
these calculations can be done quite easily if the distance, time and step count is known.
Let d be the distance in meters, t be the time in seconds, and s be the step count. Then
cadence = s · 60
t
, with units in steps per minute. Stride length is equal to d · 2
s
. Since each
stride consists of two steps, the average step length is simply half the stride length; figuring
out the step length for each foot can be done by calculating it for the leg with the sensor
and using simple algebra to determine it for the other.
Thus, the key to achieving this goal is an accurate step count. Consider a graph of the
angle of the leg. As the angle is increasing, the subject is taking a step with that leg. When
the angle begins to decrease, the step is complete. In the graph, this would show up as a
local maximum; a place with a 0 derivative. But when the angle is decreasing, the subject
is taking a step with her other leg. When the angle begins increasing again, that step is
complete. On the graph, this is a local minimum and thus another 0 derivative location.
Thus if you count all of these 0 derivative places, all of the steps should be accounted for. In
the real-time App, though, it is difficult to identify such spots: because the next value is not
known when the actual peak is reached, the identity of that peak can only be determined
when one or more subsequent readings have been analyzed.
To look for these peaks and valleys in the App, the first step is to have a boolean value.
This value is ‘true’ if the leg is moving forward (and, thus, the angle is increasing) and ‘false’
otherwise. Whenever this boolean changes, a step should be counted. The goal, therefore, is
to determine when to change the boolean (that is, when a peak or valley is reached) without
counting false steps. A simple method would be “If the current reading is less than the
previous, and the boolean is ‘true’, change the boolean to ‘false’ and increment the step
counter.” In practice, though, it is common to see extremely small decreases when the leg
is still actually increasing. For instance, it is not unusual to see an angular measurement of
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20◦ followed by a reading of 19◦ or even 18◦, and then the subsequent reading going back
up to 21◦. By the simple method above, this would count as two steps, when in reality it is
zero.
The method that was found to have the best mix of simplicity and accuracy looked at
three readings. If the boolean is ‘true’ but each of these three readings is less than the one
previous to it, the boolean can be changed and the step counter incremented. Additionally,
if the boolean is ‘true’ and the current reading is at least 5◦ less than the previous reading,
this can be called a step without investigating the third reading.
3.2 Early Results
In early, in-lab testing, it was seen that the single-leg method always gave a smaller
distance calculation than the double leg method. Testing was done on a 3 meter course.
On average, the double leg method gave readings of approximately 3.5m and the single leg
method calculated distances of roughly 2.5m. Indeed, it was noted that averaging the two
methods together gave very accurate results. The step counter was always within a single
step of being correct.
3.3 Testing Methodology
15 subjects (11 female, 4 male)1 had Nodes attached to each leg, as in the double Node
test described in chapter 2. They walked a distance of slightly less than 5 meters. The
App calculated both the single- and double-leg results at the same time, with the right leg
doing “double-duty” as the single leg. Step counting was done with the single leg method
described above. Testing was done on two days: 7 on the first, 8 on the second. After the
first day, a potential bug was found in the software: the leg-length setting was not updating
1Participants were gathered from the UTC Doctorate of Physical Therapy Program. Students were excluded if they had any
cognitive deficits, balance disorders within the past 2 months, orthopedic injury or surgery within the past 6 months, current
back pain, or uncorrected vision impairments. Written informed consent was gathered from each participant. The study was
approved by the university’s institutional review board, under IRB #15-063.
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for each subject. This was fixed for day 2. Each test subject walked 3 times. They began
with their feet together and ended in the same position. They were instructed to stop before
the end of the course and to attempt to stop naturally. Steps were counted by an observer;
the distances were verified by a VICON motion capture system.
3.4 VICON Validation
For distance validation, the subject was measured using a VICON motion capture system.
The UTC Motion Analysis Lab has 8 VICON MX cameras; for this test they were set to
refresh at a rate of 100 Hz. These cameras are designed to track small, retro-reflective
markers and to report their coordinates from an origin defined during calibration. These
coordinates are given in meters, with accuracy to a centimeter. Motion was captured using
the VICON Nexus program, version 1.8.5, [37] and analyzed using Visual 3D, version 5 [38].
For this test, a marker was placed on each Node, and a marker was placed on the outside
of each leg on the Node support strap. Subjects were instructed to walk parallel to the
Y-axis of the VICON space; as such, the distance a marker moves in meters can be easily
obtained by subtracting the end Y-coordinate from the starting Y-coordinate.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Distance
With the programming bug in place, the Day 1 distance results needed to be thrown out.
However, the Day 2 results were quite interesting. These can be seen in Table 3.1, with a
graph in Figure 3.1. As shown in the graph, the single leg results were always lower than
both the double leg and the true results, suggesting a systematic error of some sort. The
double leg results were quite good, however, including a test that had the same distance as
the VICON reading. Indeed, the worst double-leg result had an error of just 14.3%. There
was, however, a single test that got a better result from the single-leg: Subject 8, Test 1,
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with a single leg error of 3.4% and a double leg error of 12.3%.
Table 3.1: Distance and Absolute Error Percentage
Subject Test No
VICON
Distance (m)
Single Leg
Distance (m)
Single Leg
% Error
Double Leg
Distance (m)
Double Leg
% Error
8 1 4.62 4.46 0.0346320346 5.19 0.1233766234
8 2 4.62 4.03 0.1277056277 4.63 0.0021645022
8 3 4.67 3.95 0.1541755889 4.67 0
9 1 4.64 3.87 0.1659482759 4.78 0.0301724138
9 2 4.57 3.99 0.1269146608 4.23 0.0743982495
9 3 4.69 4.05 0.1364605544 4.86 0.0362473348
10 1 4.58 3.6 0.2139737991 4.98 0.0873362445
10 2 4.71 3.48 0.2611464968 4.57 0.0297239915
10 3 4.8 3.78 0.2125 5.19 0.08125
11 1 4.63 3.04 0.343412527 3.97 0.1425485961
11 2 4.63 3.41 0.2634989201 4.67 0.0086393089
11 3 4.67 3.41 0.2698072805 4.58 0.0192719486
12 1 4.4 3.07 0.3022727273 4.35 0.0113636364
12 2 4.38 3.12 0.2876712329 4.05 0.0753424658
12 3 4.41 3.19 0.2766439909 4.32 0.0204081633
13 1 4.48 3.91 0.1272321429 4.57 0.0200892857
13 2 4.63 4.36 0.0583153348 4.94 0.0669546436
13 3 4.63 3.57 0.2289416847 5 0.0799136069
14 1 4.46 3.78 0.1524663677 4.016 0.0995515695
14 2 4.39 3.85 0.1230068337 4.59 0.0455580866
14 3 4.56 3.95 0.1337719298 4.77 0.0460526316
15 1 4.52 3.87 0.1438053097 4.78 0.0575221239
15 2 4.52 3.62 0.1991150442 4 0.1150442478
15 3 4.58 3.85 0.1593886463 4.22 0.0786026201
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Figure 3.1: Distance Results
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(a) Number of Steps Reported
(b) Frequency of steps counted by observer and
app
Figure 3.2: Visualization of Step Counts
3.5.2 Step Counting
The potential leg length bug would not affect the step counting in any way, and so both
days can be considered together. However, the identity of the observer changed from one
day to the next, so it is possible they counted slightly differently. The results are shown
in Table 3.2. Out of the 45 tests performed, 39 (86%) were within 1 step of what the
observer reported, though only 12 (26%) tests showed absolute agreement. The observer
noted difficulty in counting steps at the end; while subjects were instructed to try to naturally
end with their feet together, quite often they made small movements at the end. Testing in
the lab confirms that these small movements may cause an extra step to be counted if done
with the right leg, and may cause a small step to be missed if done with the left leg. A more
natural walking motion would likely not have this problem.
It can be seen in Figure 3.2a that the App generally reported 7 steps, while the observer
counted 7 or 8. The most common result, as shown in Figure 3.2b had the observer count 8
steps and the App report 7; the most common correct result was 7 for each.
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Table 3.2: Step Count Results
Subject Test No.
Observer
Steps
App Steps
1 1 6 7
1 2 6 7
1 3 6 9
2 1 7 9
2 2 7 7
2 3 7 7
3 1 7 7
3 2 7 7
3 3 8 7
4 1 8 7
4 2 8 7
4 3 7 7
5 1 7 8
5 2 7 9
5 3 7 7
6 1 7 9
6 2 7 7
6 3 7 7
7 1 6 7
7 2 6 9
7 3 6 7
8 1 9 9
8 2 10 9
8 3 9 9
9 1 8 7
9 2 8 7
9 3 9 8
10 1 8 7
10 2 8 7
10 3 8 8
11 1 8 7
11 2 8 7
11 3 8 7
12 1 7 6
12 2 7 6
12 3 7 5
13 1 8 7
13 2 8 7
13 3 8 7
14 1 7 6
14 2 7 7
14 3 7 6
15 1 8 7
15 2 8 7
15 3 9 9
3.6 Analysis
As shown in Table 3.3, the Double-leg method performed significantly better than the
single-leg. The error seen in the single-leg is roughly comparable to the error seen with the
double-leg method during the TUG testing, however, those tests also included a 180◦ turn,
rather than the subject walking in a straight line. Luckily, the double-leg method’s error for
this test was better than anticipated, with an absolute average error of less than 6%. Indeed,
the worst double-leg test had an error of 14.3%, which is smaller than the average single-leg
error. It is clear, therefore, that for the time being the double-leg method is far more useful.
It is initially unclear why the single-leg method had so much worse results, but one pos-
sibility would be sample rate. As will be explored in the next chapter, the real-time App
receives data at a rate that may be so low as to lost important information. If the true
angular peak is not seen by the App, that will result in a lower distance than what should
be calculated. Having two nodes involved the calculation rather than just one may help to
counteract this problem.
The single-leg step counting algorithm appeared to work well, however. It would likely
have to be tuned so that it ignores small motions, but that would surely be true of an step
counting algorithm. The algorithm could easily be included inside the double-leg distance
measurement algorithm, and likely should be.
Table 3.3: Overall Distance Comparison
Single-leg Double-leg
R Correlation .31 .54
Average Absolute
Error (m)
.8575 .2577
Average Absolute
Error Percentage
18.7 5.6
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3.7 Single-Leg Revisited
The thought experiment in 3.1.1 used to explain the Single-leg method posits the existence
of a right triangle whose vertical leg and hypotenuse are the same length, l. As is obvious
from the Pythagorean theorem, this triangle is mathematically impossible. This is almost
certainly the cause of the error seen in the Single-leg results.
There are two potential ways to fix this problem. The first is to model the person as
an isosceles triangle, rather than a right triangle. It quickly becomes apparent that this
is identical to the Double-leg method, and can generally be ignored. It is worth noting,
however, that this suggests the Double-leg method may be modeled with a single leg after
all.
The other option is to explore the triangle itself. If the hypotenuse is length l, meaning
the person’s leg length stays the same as they take a step, then the vertical segment of the
triangle must necessarily be less than l. This would mean that the person’s torso moves
slightly up and down as they walk. While this is likely partially true, it is certainly not
true to the extent the triangle would require. Keeping the vertical segment at l would thus
suggest the person’s leg increases and decreases in size while they walk. While this is not
true either, this does suggest a potential solution.
Figure 3.3: A person taking a step
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Consider the partial triangle (with added feet) in Figure 3.3. Both line segments are length
l, but the right triangle cannot be completed: either the person loses their shin or they must
leave their foot hanging in midair. The key question, therefore, is this: where will the
forward foot land? Will it be directly under its current location? Unlikely, yet this is what
the Single-leg calculation would require. Instead, the foot will likely land slightly forward
of its current location, completing the triangle by lengthening the hypotenuse. While this
previously suggested the person’s leg length grew slightly, it may be easier to look at it as
the person simply stretching.
Thus, the proper calculation should be d = l tan θ. Assuming 0 ≤ θ < 90◦, tan θ ≥ sin θ,
and so this will likely solve the problem of the missing distance seen in the current Single-leg
method. A pseudocode version of this algorithm can be found in Appendex A.
3.7.1 Revised Testing
Brief testing was done in the lab. The subject walked a self selected distance, beginning
and ending with feet together. The double-leg method was assumed to be ‘true’ and was
compared to the modified single-leg method (using tangent instead of sine). The subject
walked 5 times, as shown in Table 3.4. Most notably, the single-leg result was no longer
consistently lower than the double-leg, as can be seen in Figure 3.4. Again, assuming the
double-leg results are ‘true’, the worst test had a difference of less than 60 cm for a 14%
error. The closest test had a difference of 5 cm, for an error of 1.3%. Overall, there was an
average absolute error of 5.8%, suggesting that this modification has likely fixed the error
seen before. A full, VICON assisted test will need to be arranged to confirm these findings,
but these early results are positive.
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Table 3.4: In-lab Testing
Test Single-leg Double-leg
1 3.392 3.209
2 3.303 3.473
3 4.679 4.089
4 2.959 2.872
5 3.75 3.7
Figure 3.4: Results Graph
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CHAPTER 4
DOUBLE INTEGRATION
4.1 Integration Method
Physics tells us that Acceleration is the change in Velocity, and Velocity is the change
in Position (or Displacement). To put this in more mathematical terms, the derivative
of Position is Velocity, and the derivate of Velocity is Acceleration. By the Fundamental
Theorem of Calculus, then, if we perform a double integral of acceleration, we should expect
to get the overall change in position. Although this would work under ideal conditions,
real-world applications involve tremendous challenges. Some of these challenges are easy to
solve, but others are much more complicated.
4.2 Integration Problems
4.2.1 Gravity
The first time someone views accelerometer data, they will likely be surprised: despite the
sensor being at rest, it does not read 0 on every axis. For instance, if the Node is sitting at
rest in a vertical position, the X-axis will read ±1 (with the sign depending on which way
is up) while the other two will read approximately 0. These readings are in terms of g, the
force of gravity provided by the earth at roughly 9.8m/s2. The initial instinct is that the
earth is the cause. Place the Node in freefall, though, and you’ll notice that all three axes
go directly to 0.
In reality, the non-zero reading is the result of whatever the Node is resting on (a table,
perhaps) pushing upwards with an equal force to that of the earth. This provides a major
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clue as to why these devices are called inertial measurement units. Regardless, in practice,
one can generally take this acceleration to be due to gravity.
This raises an interesting thought experiment, though. Assume the Node is lying in a
horizontal orientation with the Y-axis perpendicular to the ground. The Y-axis thus reads
±1g. Rotating the Node 90◦ would cause readings of ±1g along the Z-axis. But what if the
Node is rotated some other amount? Well, since forces are vectors, and we have a vector
of length 1 unit, we can use trigonometry to determine the value read by each axis. If we
again begin with the Y-axis pointed up, then rotate the Node by an angle θ, the Y-axis will
read cos θ and the Z-axis will read sin θ. Obviously, expanding this to three dimensions adds
layers of complication through spherical geometry.
Regardless, an important step in any double integration algorithm will be to determine
how much acceleration on a given axis is due to gravity. Accurate angle readings will be
required; the quaternion method from Section 2.3.1 should be a viable process. Once this is
calculated, the gravity acceleration must be subtracted from the data; failure to do so will
likely result in errors on the magnitude of kilometers.
4.2.2 Accelerometer Bias
Following the thought experiment from before, assume the Node is again lying horizontal.
While the Y and Z axes may see acceleration due to gravity, the X-axis is perpendicular to
the force of gravity and would be expected to have a reading of 0. But in reality, the X-axis
will almost certainly report a small, non-zero value. This non-zero offset, called the bias, can
be very important. If the Node is not moving at all, but the accelerometer is integrated with
this bias still in place, you will see a change in position of meters in a short amount of time,
similar to the issue seen by ignoring gravity [39]. There are a few causes of this bias1, but
the end result is that it needs to be removed somehow. A simple method to remove much
of the bias is to average the first few accelerometer readings, then subtract that calculated
1Temperature is typically the one cited in most places. For instance, see [40], which looks at the relationship between
temperature and bias.
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average from all subsequent readings. This does not remove all of the problem of bias, but
it is a good start. It would be extremely useful to eliminate all bias when the Node is at
rest; a method to do this is described below.
4.2.3 Non-planar movement
The spherical geometry problem from the Gravity section suggests another potential prob-
lem. If the movement of the Node is directly along an axis, it is sufficient to only concentrate
on that axis’ accelerometer. But if the movement is in another direction, two or three axes
must have their data combined. Even worse, if the Node’s orientation is constantly changing,
the amount of each axis that must be considered will change with each movement.
4.2.4 Speed of movement
If the Node moves very quickly, the accelerometer values will change rapidly in a short
period of time; that is, the Node will experience a high level of jerk. This leads to a high
signal-to-noise ratio, making it more obvious what data is required for the calculations. But
at slower movement speeds, the signal may become indistinguishable from the noise and the
side effects of bias and gravity. This means integration errors are more likely at low speeds.
This is one of the reasons IMUs are typically placed on the leg instead of the chest; it results
in several small, quick periods of movement rather than a long steady movement.
4.2.5 Integration Window Algorithm
Due to the above issues, an accelerometer reading of precisely zero is almost never seen.
But this means if you integrate the raw data, or even data that has had gravity and bias
removed, you will see a small increase (or decrease) in velocity for a Node that is completely
stationary. It is thus necessary to figure out when the Node is moving (and therefore can
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be integrated) and when it is not (and therefore must have the velocity manually set to 0).
The development of this algorithm ended up being extremely difficult, and could likely be
improved.
The proposed algorithm works as follows. For each reading, calculate the magnitude of
the accelerometer:
√
x2 + y2 + z2. Subtract this magnitude from the magnitude of an ideal
Node at rest:
√
0 + 0 + 1 = 1. Finally, take the absolute value of that difference. All
together, this is ||√x2 + y2 + z2 − 1||. With this calculation complete, the next issue is
establishing thresholds. First, take a period of time where the Node is known to be at rest
(this can likely be done while the average offset is being calculated). Find the maximum
and minimum values of the calculation show above. Define an upper threshold 25% higher
than the maximum and a lower threshold at 75% of the minimum. If the future magnitude
ever crosses either threshold, the Node should be considered to be moving. It should stay in
that state until a set number of readings are all within the original ‘at-rest’ window. For real
time calculations, I found that three consecutive readings were sufficient; higher sampling
rates will likely require more readings. Regardless, when the Node is considered to be at rest
again, the Velocity should be manually set to 0 to reflect this.
4.2.6 Filtering
As with any signal, there is a small amount of noise. A common method of dealing with
the noise in an accelerometer is to use the Kalman filter [41]. But how much does the Kalman
filter help? A secondary goal of this chapter is to explore that question.
The Kalman filter is rather complicated. Indeed, one commonly seen document [42] jok-
ingly claims it works via “magic.” Greg Welch at the University of North Carolina has a site
dedicated to explaining the filter, [43] which includes a technical report he wrote with Gary
Bishop in 1995. [44]. In layman’s terms, the algorithm predicts the next value it will see.
If the value ends up being something else, the algorithm assumes part of the difference is
due to noise and part is due to the actual signal changing. It thus removes the part that it
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believes to be noise; this percentage is tunable in the algorithm setup. The most important
part of implementing the Kalman filter is the state transition matrix. This matrix relates
the system’s variables and describes the physical process in play. By using a different matrix,
the Kalman filter can be used many different ways. Indeed, it is quite common to see the
Kalman filter used for sensor fusion, including an algorithm for fusing IMU data in order to
obtain quaternions [45].
For the accelerometer alone, it is advised to use the state transition matrix developed
according to the Weiner process acceleration model, [7, 46] which is explained quite well
by X. Rong Li [47]. These parameters require some tuning, as shown in [46]. That paper
suggests an R/Q ratio of 28; I settled on a ratio of 20. For the code I used in Matlab, I
modified some example code found on mathworks.com, written by Alex Blekhman [48].
4.2.7 Sample Rate
The final issue, and one that this chapter sets out to investigate, is that of sampling
rate. The Nodes’ real time streaming is limited to 50 Hz via BLE. In practice, though, it is
approximately 20–30 Hz. When integrating via the simple rectangular method, you want the
change in time to be as small as possible to result in rectangles that are as thin as possible.
Thus, it is likely that a higher sampling rate will lead to more accurate integration. The
question is, then, what is the smallest sampling rate we can use and still get accurate enough
results?
4.3 Sample Rate Testing
4.3.1 Methodology
To test the effect of different sampling rates, the other issues descried above needed to be
controlled as well as possible. A Node was placed on a wheeled office chair, lying horizontal,
with the Y-axis pointed in the direction of travel. By making sure the Y-accelerator is
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reading approximately 0 before the chair is pushed, the gravity and bias issues are essentially
removed; the small amount of bias left is just subtracted from each subsequent reading.
The chair is then pushed a set distance (10ft, 3.05m), marked off on the floor. 4 sample
rates were attempted using 2 Apps, and we attempted 3 movements for each rate. To gather
real time data, we used the Node Motion App written by Variable Inc. This returned data
at approximately 22 Hz. To obtain higher sampling rates, we wrote another App in which
the Node is given a target sampling rate. It then stores all the data in an on-board buffer
until the test ends. Once the test in complete, it sends the data to the App at roughly 50
Hz. This means a test that runs for 10 seconds at 500 Hz may take almost two minutes
for the data to arrive. This App can run at three speeds: 50 Hz (the theoretical real-time
maximum), 250 Hz, and 500 Hz.
With both Apps, once the data is collected, it was stored as a CSV file. The data can then
be fed into a matlab program.2 Some manual tuning is required for the Integration Window;
while it tends to work well enough for real-time data, its reliability degrades at higher rates.
As a result, the code usually had to be run twice. The first time, the integration window
graph is examined. The window is then manually set to match the overall shape of the
graph, removing discontinuities. Running the code again would give me the correct results.
As shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the integration window can be represented by a boolean
for each reading. When the boolean is 1, integration can proceed; a boolean of 0 means
the velocity must be set to 0. Figure 4.1 shows the window for the first test at roughly 20
Hz. This window was generated directly by the algorithm described above and contains no
discontinuities. Thus, the data can be integrated from readings 57 to 168 and the velocity
can be set to zero elsewhere. But in Figure 4.2, the graph of the final 500 Hz test contains
a number of discontinuities, especially at the beginning and end of the window. These
discontinuities will cause extremely large problems if the velocity is set to 0 for each one.
Thus, I manually set the window to be readings 117 to 2349.
2The code is printed in Appendix B
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Figure 4.1: The raw integration window for a ‘real-time’ run
Figure 4.2: The raw integration window for a 500 Hz run
Removing these discontinuities is extremely important. Figure 4.3 shows the velocity
graph of the 500 Hz test mentioned earlier if the manual window is not used, and instead
the discontinuities are left in place. It is clear that this does not represent the velocity of
any actual object. Thus, Figure 4.4 demonstrates the velocity when the window is manually
set. It is still somewhat unnatural looking: rather than gracefully going to 0, as one might
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Figure 4.3: Velocity without removing discontinuities
Figure 4.4: Velocity with manually set window
expect, the velocity suddenly changes from 0.1m/s to 0 in a single step. This is not an error,
though: the velocity almost never returns to 0 on its own, and the final position reading
ended up being a bit high. It is likely that lengthening the end of the window would’ve
resulted in a greater error.
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In the matlab code, the accelerometer data is fed into a Kalman filter, and then both the
filtered and unfiltered data is integrated. If the integration window algorithm says the Node
is stopped, the data is integrated anyway but the current velocity is set to 0. Additionally,
negative velocities are not allowed: if the velocity dips below zero it is set to be exactly 0
instead. Once integration is complete, the final change in position for both the filtered and
unfiltered data is printed out.
Figure 4.5: 50 Hz Accel Readings with and without Kalman Filter
As will be shown in the results, the Kalman filter has a rather dramatic impact at lower
sample rates, but does not change the higher sample rate results much at all. Figures 4.5
to 4.7 show the results from 50 Hz Test Three, which had the smallest error out of all
tests once the Kalman Filter was used. The raw accelerometer data (Figure 4.5) has lots
of large peaks and valleys, which the Kalman filter removes. The resulting velocity curve
(Figure 4.6) seems significantly smoother, though there is a larger jump to 0 at the end.
Finally, the position graph (Figure 4.7) shows the Kalman Filter results almost precisely
at the distance actually traveled, while the unfiltered results lag behind. On the other
hand, Figures 4.8 and 4.9 are from the same 500 Hz test mentioned previously. Although
the Acceleration graph (Figure 4.8) shows the filter has again removed several peaks and
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Figure 4.6: 50 Hz Velocity Results with and without Kalman Filter
Figure 4.7: 50 Hz Position Results with and without Kalman Filter
valleys, the final position graph (Figure 4.9) shows almost no difference whatsoever.
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Figure 4.8: 500 Hz Accel Readings with and without Kalman Filter
Figure 4.9: 500 Hz Position Results with and without Kalman Filter
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4.3.2 Results
Table 4.1: Distance Calculated and Error from 3.05m (in meters) for each test
Sample Rate
& Test No
Kalman
Distance
Kalman
Error
Unfiltered
Distance
Unfiltered
Error
20 Hz 1 3.5424 .4924 3.5612 .5112
20 Hz 2 3.212 .162 2.923 .127
20 Hz 3 2.172 .878 2.206 .844
50 Hz 1 2.5825 .4675 2.3262 .7238
50 Hz 2 3.5035 .4535 3.5356 .4856
50 Hz 3 3.03 .02 2.787 .4908
250 Hz 1 .25665 .4835 2.6094 .4406
250 Hz 2 2.9452 .1048 .29501 .0999
250 Hz 3 3.0214 .0286 2.982 .068
500 Hz 1 2.5798 .4702 2.5561 .4939
500 Hz 2 2.5828 .4672 2.575 .5025
500 Hz 3 3.1851 .1351 3.1623 .1123
Table 4.2: Error for each test, as well as overall average error for each sample rate
Sample Rate
& Filtering
Test 1
in m
Test 2
in m
Test 3
in m
Average
in m
Average
Percentage
20 Hz Kalman .4924 .162 .878 .5108 16.74%
20 Hz Unfiltered .5112 .127 .844 .4941 16.20%
50 Hz Kalman .4675 .4535 .02 .3137 10.28%
50 Hz Unfiltered .7238 .4856 .263 .4908 16.10%
250 Hz Kalman .4835 .1048 .0286 .2056 6.74%
250 Hz Unfiltered .4406 .0999 .068 .2028 6.65%
500 Hz Kalman .4702 .4672 .1351 .3575 11.72%
500 Hz Unfiltered .4939 .5025 .1123 .3696 12.12%
At the 3.05m distance, the real-time data performed extremely poorly. The best test was
still 12cm off; the worst test (and the worst overall) was 84cm away. This is an error of
approximately 28%. Even more surprisingly, the error increased when the kalman filter is
introduced. Additionally, it should be noted that the third test began a fraction of a second
too soon; as a result, the thresholds were not properly calculated for the integration window
algorithm. The integration window provided by the algorithm therefore, was far smaller
than what would normally have resulted from a properly calibrated algorithm. The error
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from this window was quite large; as a result, the entire window was set by hand without
algorithmic guidance.
The unfiltered 50 Hz data was just as bad as the real-time, with its first test having the
second worst unfiltered result. But the Kalman filter shows a vast improvement, including
a test that was just 2cm away. This test had the lowest error of all the tests done.
For these tests, the 250 Hz data had the best results, with two results that were less than
10cm off. Even its worst test, at 44cm away, was better than the worst any other rate gave.
Oddly, the Kalman filter made the results slightly worse, though the difference is so small
that it is likely meaningless.
Although it did not give the best performance, the 500 Hz data was still better than the
real-time and unfiltered 50 Hz data, and the third test was, overall, the third most accurate
test performed. The Kalman filter gave slightly more accurate results, but the difference was
still quite small.
4.3.3 Analysis
It seems clear that the real-time data is not sufficient to give accurate results. Not only
does it seem valuable data is missing, the Kalman filter appears to remove more useful data
than it does noise. The Kalman filter seems to perform significantly better at the 50 Hz
setting, where it gave large improvements in accuracy.
4.4 A Na¨ıve Attempt at the Chest
A question thus arises: how easy is it to go from the above test to one where the Node
is placed on a person, not a chair? A Node was placed on a test subject’s chest and he
was instructed to walk the same 10ft path that the chair was on earlier. The Node was
adjusted to make sure it was level to the ground; no angular measurements were taken and
thus no gravity reduction was attempted. The same off-line analysis code was run on this
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data as with the chair. Similarly, the same real-time App from the previous section was
used, resulting in a sample rate of approximately 25 Hz.
Figure 4.10: Accelerometer data from chest
Figure 4.11: Velocity results from chest
In theory, similar results should be seen here. The chest would seem roughly as stable as
the chair; even if there are small changes in angle it would likely not be enough to throw
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the results completely off. Sadly, nothing could be further from the truth. Despite walking
more than 3m, the results were an order of magnitude off. The unfiltered data led to a
position change of 11cm, and then filtered data resulted in a position change of 9.5cm.
The accelerometer data shown in Figure 4.10 makes it rather clear as to what happened.
Whereas the previous tests had the accelerometer data roughly centered around 0g, the
chest acceleration data stays well below 0 for the vast majority of the time. Since negative
velocities are not allowed, for the vast majority of the test, the calculated velocity was 0. The
velocity only went above 0 for a very small amount of time, as shown in Figure 4.11. The
cause of this issue is almost certainly one of gravity: most likely, the subject leaned slightly
forwards or backwards as he walked, causing the negative acceleration due to gravity to
overwhelm the actual acceleration in the correct direction. Thus, it is clear that some sort of
angular component is required for use on an actual person. Unfortunately, at the moment,
our angles cannot be determined at a higher rate than 25 Hz, and in some cases are calculated
at a rate closer to 10 Hz.
4.5 Real-time and off-line analysis of Chest and Thigh
An App was thus written to gather accelerometer and angular data (via quaternion
method) from a Node on the chest and one on the thigh at the same time. Theoretically,
this should result in the same distance for both Nodes. The data was analyzed in real time
by the App, and also recorded so that it could be analyzed off-line via a modified version
of the earlier Matlab code. Rather than taking the accelerometer data and subtracting the
calculated bias, the sine of the calculated angle needed to be subtracted as well. Once this
is done, the integration could proceed normally.
A subject walked 3.05m, as before. For the real-time analysis, the chest Node resulted
in a distance of 4.53m; the thigh resulted in a measurement of just 0.59m, both of which
are quite far from the correct distance. The oﬄine analysis for both thigh and chest were
slightly better with results of 1m and 4.46m, respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Accelerometer data from thigh, with and without adjustment
Figure 4.13: Accelerometer results from chest, with and without adjustment
To understand the causes of these errors, the Matlab results can be examined. As noted,
the raw accelerometer values needed to be adjusted. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the original
raw data and the resulting values used for subsequent calculations. It can be noted that for
both Nodes, the adjusted values are much closer to 0 at the start and end, which is what we
would expect if the offset was removed correctly.
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Figure 4.14: Accelerometer data from thigh and chest, after adjustment
Figure 4.15: Velocity results from thigh and chest
Figures 4.14 to 4.16 show the Acceleration, Velocity and Position of both Nodes. It is quite
clear in Figure 4.15 that the thigh Node had several small integration windows. It appears
that the real-time App and the off-line Matlab code calculated the windows differently, with
the App likely missing a step as a result. This would account for the difference in distance
calculated. The change in windows would be a result of examining different values for the
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Figure 4.16: Position results from thigh and chest
initial resting state.
There are likely a few causes for the large errors seen. Although the angle measurements
are typically within a few degrees, this is likely not close enough to eliminate all of the force
from gravity. Worse still, the angle measurements do not always update at the same time
or rate that the accelerometer readings do. This means we could be subtracting the wrong
angle from each reading. While the chest remains relatively stable,3 the thigh does not, with
angle measurements above 30. Not only does this mean the effect of gravity is greater, it
also means the accelerometer readings from the X-axis should be partially added in to get
all of the required acceleration information.
There were just two modifications to the matlab code used for this: the Kalman Filter was
removed (as it did not seem to work well at low sampling rates) and the gravity adjustments
were added in. Although these changes led to a vast improvement over the na¨ıve method
shown in the previous example, it is clear that they are not enough to get accurate results.
Some ideas for how to improve this method can be found in the next chapter.
3The angle is typically 6◦ or less
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Thoughts on Gait
Accurately determining distance walked with one or two IMUs ended up being a thornier
problem than initially expected. As a result, for the time being, the Trigonometric method
seems the superior choice. Not only is it more philosophically in line with the rest of the
App, but the algorithm is much simpler and, so far, results in far more accurate results. In
particular, the double-leg method should be immediately implemented into the App. The
single-leg method needs to be retested with the changes shown in 3.7; if it is shown to be
roughly as accurate as the double-leg method it should be used instead. The Integration
Method could continue being pursued, but as shown in the next section, substantial work
would need to be done.
5.2 A Roadmap for the Future
The overall goal for mStroke, as laid out in the original proposal, is to calculate gait
accurately and quickly using a single chest Node. With our current methods and equipment,
this is not feasible. However, the following algorithms and improvements might help us to
achieve our goal.
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5.2.1 Spherical Trigonometric Functions
Assume you want to calculate the motion along one specific axis of a Node. From the
equation mentioned in Chapter 2, if you are given another quaternion, you can figure out
the coordinates of that original axis in the new frame. This information can provide the
force of gravity along each axis. With the gravity removed, the next step would be to
determine how much force on each axis is due to forward movement, and how much can be
safely ignored, such as slight side-to-side movement while walking. Combining the proper
component vectors into a single “forward” acceleration value would allow for more accurate
integration.
5.2.2 Increased Sample Rate
The 20–30 Hz data provided by the Node in real-time appears to be too low to provide
accurate results. If the theoretical maximum rate of 50 Hz can be achieved, this may be
sufficient, especially if the Kalman filter can be easily written into the App without using too
much processing power. Otherwise, one possibility may be to use some sort of data compres-
sion. In [49], we have written on the feasibility of compressing the 500 Hz accelerometer data
without introducing too much error. If the 250 Hz data can be compressed by 90%, thereby
allowing data to be sent to the Node at approximately 25 Hz, this may give a low error
without using the Kalman filter and without increasing the communication rate. However,
a compression rate this high is likely not possible without extreme error.
Additionally, the angular measurements need to be done at a similar sampling rate. In
theory, the quaternions should be delivered precisely as often as the accelerometer data; in
practice, it often appears that every other quaternion is the same as the one before. As a
result, the sampling rate is roughly half, or 12 Hz. It may be possible to get a higher sampling
rate on the gyroscope alone; the Variable Inc. website [34] claims an output rate up to 8000
Hz. If so, it would be feasible to integrate the angular velocity from the gyroscope to get the
change in angle. This method is used by several other attempts [4, 8]. However, gyroscopic
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data alone is extremely susceptible to drift; one of the major benefits of the quaternion
method is that this drift can be dealt with. Regardless of which method is used to calculate
angles, synchronized timing is key: applying the wrong angle to each accelerometer reading
would likely cause many problems.
5.2.3 Improved Integration Window Algorithm
Currently, our data analysis technique is a simple algorithm that determines whether the
Node is moving or not. A more sophisticated technique, especially with a higher sampling
rate, might improve the results. Three aspects of the window need to be concentrated on.
The first is making sure that the window starts early enough to capture the initial movement,
but not so early it tries to integrate a Node that is standing still. Proper threshold levels are
paramount to this portion of the algorithm. The second aspect is eliminating discontinuities.
Even a single one can completely ruin the results. Right now a discontinuity occurs if there
are 3 consecutive readings between the threshold levels. At the low, ‘real-time’ sampling rate,
this seems to be enough to eliminate most of these problems, but some still do occur. At
higher sampling rates, 3 consecutive readings take place in such a small amount of time that
they are insufficient; thus, a higher number will be required. However, this number should
not be made too high, as the third aspect of the algorithm is when the window actually
closes. Since the velocity generally does not return to 0, integrating for too long will lead to
large position errors. Increasing the number of consecutive readings investigated will extend
this amount of time. Thus, a careful balance must be maintained, or an alternate method
of closing the window is required.
5.2.4 Step Counting
Once the distance calculations are accurate enough to be used, the next step would be
step counting. On a healthy individual, there is some oscillation in the gyroscope readings
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from the chest as the subject walks, but it’s unclear if these would appear in a stroke patient.
A possible solution would be to place a second Node on the shin. We are currently testing
a fall detection algorithm for continuously monitoring a stroke patient. This algorithm
currently requires the subject to wear a Node on the chest and one on the healthy shin.
This would allow the single-leg counting algorithm to be used while simultaneously getting
distance calculations from the chest. Some work could be put into improving the single leg
algorithm as well, perhaps allowing the chest and leg results to be combined in some way.
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APPENDIX A
PSEUDOCODE ALGORITHMS
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Angular Calculations
Terminology:
Quat = Most recent quaternion from node
StartQuat = Reference quaternion saved when test begins
⊗ = Hamiltonian Product
Find angle from quaternions, by comparing old Z to new Y (done at each time step)
oldCoord =[0 ,0 , 0 , 1 ]
StartConj = Conjugate ( StartQuat )
NewQuat = Normalize (Quat⊗StartConj )
newCoord = NewQuat⊗oldCoord⊗Conjugate (NewQuat) //key equat ion
r o t a t i on = acos ( newCoord . y / magnitude ( newCoord ) ) − 90
Trigonometric Methods
Both are done each time a new quaternion is received
Double-leg
ang leTota l = | quatAngle ( l e f t L e g ) | + | quatAngle ( r ightLeg ) |
cur rentDi s tance = sq r t (2∗ l e g l e n g t h ˆ2 − 2∗ l e g l e n g t h ˆ2∗ cos ( ang leTota l ) )
i f ( cur rentDi s tance > prev iousDi s tance )
t o t a lD i s t anc e += ( cur rentDi s tance − prev iousDi s tance )
prev iousDi s tance = currentDi s tance
Single-leg with Step Counting
ang l eD i f f e r en c e = | quatAngle ( l e g ) − prev iousAngle |
// s tepcount ing & boolean manipulat ion
i f ( ! ang l e I n c r e a s i n g ) {
i f ( quatAngle ( l e g ) > prev iousAngle && previousAngle > prev iousPrev iousAngle )
| | ( ( ang l eD i f > 5) && ( quatAngle > prev iousAngle ) ) {
ang l e I n c r e a s i n g = true
stepCount++
}
}
i f ( ang l e I n c r e a s i n g ) {
i f ( quatAngle ( l e g ) < prev iousAngle && previousAngle < prev iousPrev iousAngle )
| | ( ( ang l eD i f > 5) && ( quatAngle < prev iousAngle ) ) {
ang l e I n c r e a s i n g = f a l s e
stepCount++
}
}
i f ( ang l e I n c r e a s i n g ) {
t o t a lD i s t anc e += tan ( ang l eD i f f e r e n c e )∗ l e g l e n g t h // o r i g i n a l l y s i n
}
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APPENDIX B
OFFLINE DOUBLE INTEGRATION MATLAB CODE
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c l o s e a l l
c l e a r a l l
%%%%%%%%%%%%%OUR APP%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
rawFi le = ’ a c c e l . csv ’ ;
data=csvread ( rawFile , 1 , 0 ) ;
accelX=data ( : , 2 ) ;
accelY=data ( : , 3 ) ;
acce lZ=data ( : , 4 ) ;
t = data ( : , 1 ) ’ ;
l en=s i z e ( data , 1 ) ;
T0=t ( end )
dt=T0/( len −1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%Node+APP%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% rawFi le = ’ acce l e romete r . csv ’ ;
%
% data=csvread ( rawFile , 1 , 0 ) ;
% accelX=data ( : , 2 ) ;
% accelY=data ( : , 3 ) ;
% acce lZ=data ( : , 4 ) ;
%
% len=s i z e ( data , 1 ) ;
%
%
% T0=8.8;
%
% dt=T0/( len −1);
% t =[0 : dt :T0 ] ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%MOVE BY HAND%%%%%%%%%%
move2 = ze ro s ( len , 1 ) ;
move2 (736 :4460)=1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
f i g u r e
hold on
p l o t ( t , acce lZ , ’ g ’ )
p l o t ( t , accelY , ’ b ’ )
p l o t ( t , accelX , ’ r ’ )
hold o f f
x l ab e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ Acce l e r a to r (m/ s ˆ{2} ) ’ )
g r i d on
mag = ze ro s ( len , 1 ) ;
f o r k=20: l en
curr = acce lZ (k)ˆ2+accelY (k)ˆ2+accelX (k ) ˆ 2 ;
mag(k ) = abs ( sq r t ( curr ) − 1 ) ;
end
magThresh = 0 ;
magFloor = 100 ;
f o r k=20:50
i f mag(k ) > magThresh
magThresh = mag(k ) ;
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end
i f mag(k ) < magFloor
magFloor = mag(k ) ;
end
end
magThresh = magThresh ∗ 1 . 1 ;
magFloor = magFloor ∗ . 9 ;
threshGraph = magThresh∗ ones ( s i z e ( len , 1 ) ) ;
threshGraph2 = magFloor∗ ones ( s i z e ( len , 1 ) ) ;
move = ze ro s ( len , 1 ) ;
tempMove = ze ro s ( l en ) ;
mostRec = 0 ;
stopped = 1 ;
f o r k=20: l en
i f ( stopped == 1) && ((mag(k ) > magThresh ) | | (mag(k ) < magFloor ) )
stopped = 0 ;
move(k ) = 1 ;
end
i f ( stopped == 0)
move(k ) = 1 ;
end
i f ( ( (mag(k ) < magThresh ) && (mag(k)> magFloor ) ) && ( (mag(k−1) < magThresh ) &&
(mag(k−1)>magFloor ) ) && ( (mag(k−2) < magThresh ) &&
(mag(k−2) > magFloor ) ) )
stopped = 1 ;
end
end
%%DIRECTION OF TRAVEL%%
dirAcc = accelY ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
startO = ( dirAcc (1)+ dirAcc (2)+ dirAcc ( 3 ) ) / 3 ;
endO = ( dirAcc ( l en ) + dirAcc ( len −1) + dirAcc ( len −2))/3;
o f f s e t = ze ro s ( len , 1 ) ;
f o r k=1: l en
dirAcc (k ) = dirAcc (k ) − (endO∗( k/ l en ) + startO ∗ ( ( len−k )/ l en ) ) ;
o f f s e t ( k ) = (endO∗( k/ l en ) + startO ∗ ( ( len−k )/ l en ) ) ;
end
gravNeg = dirAcc ∗ 9 . 8 ;
%%%%s t a r t kalman%%%%
Phi = [ 1 , dt , dt∗dt /2 ;
0 , 1 , dt ;
0 , 0 , 1 ] ;
q=0.1 ;
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Q = [ q , q , q ;
q , q , q ;
q , q , q ] ;
P = q ∗ [ dt ˆ5 /20 , dt ˆ4 /8 , dt ˆ3 /6 ;
dt ˆ4 /8 , dt ˆ3 /3 , dt ˆ2 /2 ;
dt ˆ3 /6 , dt ˆ2 /2 , dt ] ;
M = [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ;
R = 2 ;
%KALMAN
Xk prev = [ 0 ;
0 ;
0 ] ;
Xk = [ ] ;
Xk buf fe r = ze ro s (3 , l en ) ;
Xk buf fe r ( : , 1 ) = Xk prev ;
Acc bu f f e r = ze ro s ( l en ) ;
f o r k=1: len−1
acc = gravNeg (k+1);
Acc bu f f e r ( k+1) = acc ;
% Kalman i t e r a t i o n
P1 = Phi∗P∗Phi ’ + Q;
S = M∗P1∗M’ + R;
K = P1∗M’∗ inv (S ) ;
P = P1 − K∗M∗P1 ;
Xk = Phi∗Xk prev + K∗( acc−M∗Phi∗Xk prev ) ;
Xk buf fe r ( : , k+1) = Xk ;
% For the next i t e r a t i o n
Xk prev = Xk ;
end ;
ve l o = ze ro s ( len , 1 ) ;
d i s t = ze ro s ( len , 1 ) ;
veloK = ze ro s ( len , 1 ) ;
distK = ze ro s ( len , 1 ) ;
f o r k=2: l en
ve lo (k ) = ve lo (k−1) + ( gravNeg (k)+gravNeg (k−1))∗dt /2 ;
ve l o ( k ) = ve lo ( k )∗move2 (k ) ;
i f ve l o ( k ) < 0
ve lo (k ) = 0 ;
end
d i s t ( k ) = d i s t (k−1) + ( ve lo ( k)+ve lo (k−1))∗dt /2 ;
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veloK (k ) = veloK (k−1) + ( Xk buf fe r (3 , k)+Xk buf fe r (3 , k−1))∗dt /2 ;
veloK (k ) = veloK (k )∗move2 (k ) ;
i f veloK (k ) < 0
veloK (k ) = 0 ;
end
distK (k ) = distK (k−1)+(veloK (k)+veloK (k−1))∗dt /2 ;
end
d i s t ( end )
distK ( end )
f i g u r e
hold on
p l o t ( t , gravNeg , ’ r ’ )
p l o t ( t , Xk buf fe r ( 3 , : ) , ’ b ’ )
p l o t ( t , o f f s e t , ’ g ’ )
hold o f f
g r i d on
x l ab e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ Accel (m/ s ˆ2 ) ’ )
f i g u r e
hold on
p l o t ( t , ve lo , ’ r ’ )
p l o t ( t , veloK , ’ b ’ )
hold o f f
g r i d on
x l ab e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ Velo (m/ s ) ’ )
f i g u r e
hold on
p l o t ( t , d i s t , ’ r ’ )
p l o t ( t , distK , ’ b ’ )
hold o f f
g r i d on
x l ab e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ Dist (m) ’ )
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